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Product Name: Sensory Fibre Optic Curtain Ring 
Product Code: SFOCR 
 
Specification 
Size: 70cm diameter mirrored ring. 150 fibre tails that are 2m in lengths 
Total Weight: 11.7kg 
Material: mirrored ring, fibre optic tails  
LED: non – replaceable multi coloured LEDs 
Input: 100-240V ~ 0.6A Max 50/60Hz 
Output: 12V 2.0A  
 
Please note: All weights and sizes are approximate  
 
Contents:  
1 x Mirrored circle with fibre tails threaded through 
6 x Carabiner Hooks 
3 x Hanging Chains 
3 x large eye bolt with nuts and end cap 
1 x Remote Control (CR2025 Lithium battery included) 
1 x Light Source Unit 
1 x Adaptor 
 
Tools required: 
 
Suitable ceiling fixings to mount on to the ceiling (not included) 
 
WARNING!  
 
This product contains long cords which could cause strangulation. Ensure the product is hung high enough to minimise this risk. 
Children must ALWAYS be supervised when using this product. NEVER leave children unattended when using this product.  
 
Contains sequences of flashing lights which may affect individuals who are susceptible to photosensitive epilepsy or other 
photosensitivities. 
 
This product is considered as heavy item, assistant of competent adult is required when assembling. 
 
Safety Warnings: 
 

• Before setting up your light, ensure the product is not damaged. If any part of the product is damaged, do not attempt to 
assemble and use. 

• Only use the adaptor and light source unit supplied with this product and no other adaptor or light source unit must be 
used.   

• This is not a toy, keep away from children and pets during assembly. 

• Do not operate in packaging 

• Keep away from heat sources or naked flame 

• Carry out regular checks to ensure fixings, fittings and installation has not become loose. 

• Ensure cable and fibre tails are placed such that no trip, entanglement or strangulations hazards are likely to occur. 
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Before Installation 
 

1) Before you start, please read these instructions carefully and retain for future reference. Check the contents inside the 
packaging and ensure you have all the required parts listed and there are no missing parts. If any parts are missing DO NOT 
attempt to assemble the product. 

2) Carefully remove the product and each part from its packaging. 
3) Ensure a plug socket is within reachable distance, without stretching the wire too much.  
4) Before assembly, check to ensure the light source unit is working correctly, by attaching the bunch of gathered fibre optics 

to the front of the light source unit, tighten the screw to ensure it stays in place. Connect the power adaptor pin and plug 
the adaptor to the mains. Switch on to ensure lights turn on. If working correctly then disconnect everything and follow the 
setup instructions. If it does not work as intended, please contact Playlearn customer service on 0161 737 5099 

 
Installation 

 
1) Lay the mirror circle down on the floor, carefully handling the fibre tails dangling from it. Feed the large eye bolt through 

the 3 pre-drilled holes (ensuring the eye of the bolt is on none mirror side) secure in place with nut and end cap on the 
mirror side. 

Please note mirror surface should be facing down, tails dangling from it. None mirror surface should be facing up towards the 
ceiling. 

2) Attach carabiner hooks to each of the 3-eye bolts. 
3) Attach linked chains to each of the carabiner hooks 
4) Attach carabiner hooks to each end of the chains. 
5) Insert the black end of the bunch of gathered fibre optics into the front of the light source box and tighten the screw to 

keep this in place.  
6) Securely mount to the ceiling fixing. Please ensure the ceiling is strong enough to withstand the weight. 
7) Connect the end of the adaptor to the light source DC slot. 
8) Connect the adaptor to the main power source. 
9) Turn on from the mains  
10) Push the black button on the light source box to turn on and off. Do not look directly at the light on the light source. 

 
Remote Control Functions 
 

 

 
 
Increase and Decrease Brightness  

Changes through different 
colours in Flash mode 

 

 
OFF and ON buttons 

 

Changes light colour after 3 or 
7 seconds on static mode 

 

Change through various colours in 
static mode 
  

Slowly Fades out to different 
colour after 3 or 7 seconds 

 

Randomly changes through all the 
sequences and colours 
  

Increase and decrease speed 
of the sequences 

 

• To change battery on the remote control please see instructions on the reverse side of the remote. The remote control 
requires CR2025 Lithium battery to operate. Please pull out the tab before use. 
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Battery Warnings! Batteries should only be inserted or changed by an adult. Do not use rechargeable batteries. Non-rechargeable batteries are not to be recharged. 
Be sure to insert batteries with the correct polarities and always follow the product and battery manufacturers’ instructions. Remove batteries from product before 
extended storage. Always remove old or exhausted batteries from the product. The supply terminals are not to be short circuited. Check that the contact surfaces are 
clean and bright before installing batteries. Do not bury or burn batteries. Recycle used batteries responsibly. Do not dispose of in household waste. 
 

       
 
Disposal: The “Crossed Wheelie Bin” symbol on the product means that the product is classed as Electrical or Electronic equipment and should not be disposed with 
other household or commercial waste at the end of its useful life. The goods must be disposed of according to your local council guidelines. 
 
Please retain this information for future reference. Made in China 
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